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About Aon's National Casualty Practice

Aon’s National Casualty Practice is the premier team of casualty broking professionals, with extensive experience in representing buyers of large and complex insurance and risk financing products including primary casualty & collateral, umbrella & excess, loss portfolio and structured transactions, excess workers’ compensation and non-subscription, complex claims advisory, and data and analytics with partner resources across Aon’s industry practice groups, Aon Global Risk Consulting, and Aon Global Client Network. Casualty’s global platform assists clients in addressing their casualty exposures across their worldwide operations. Aon’s casualty team places more than $4.2 billion in annual premiums from the U.S and uses its unmatched data to help empower its clients’ diverse business goals and results.

We’re Here to Empower Results
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Aon Client Promise in Action

Strategic Broking to Drive Value and Reduce Volatility

185+ Dedicated Brokers
U.S./London/Bermuda

$4.2B+ Casualty premium placed ARS U.S.

33% U.S. Fortune 500

$9.6B+ Casualty premium placed ARS global

Innovation in Casualty Analytics

Casualty Laser and Spectrum Analytics: The Industry’s leading TCOR strategy

Contracts Certainty
National coverage standards, comparison tools, and Aon required enhancements are updated regularly to address emerging issues. High level market negotiations help us develop enhanced and, or, new policy forms and endorsements. Legal & Complex Claim resources assist with manuscripting and complex claim strategy/licitigated matters.

Carrier Performance & Appetite
Proprietary bi-annual broker survey and carrier market share data by client industry and exposure level provided by our National Casualty Mobile Analytics App as well as Aon’s RiskView provides quantified and objective insight into carrier performance, market share and leading indicators.

Global and International Casualty
We lead the industry in innovative and successful global and international casualty programs, applying the same level of analytics and discipline to global risk financing negotiations including General and Products Liability, Workers’ Compensation and Employers’ Liability, Vendor and Supplier Liability, Defense Base Act, and Auto/Motor lines.

Alternative Risk Solutions
Our Alternative Risk Solutions practice addresses drawbacks in traditional insurance products and develops customized placement solutions to address unique risk challenges and opportunities, drawing on multidisciplinary experience including specialist teams, captive and alternative risk financing. Key product categories include: Integrated Risk, Data Driven & Index-Based Parametric Solutions, and Next Generation Convergence products.

Continuous improvement in reducing costs is fundamental to your organization’s performance. We help you target key cost drivers based on high returns on investment opportunities to build sustainable competitive advantage through Aon Global Risk Consulting. Our breadth of consulting capabilities ranges from our Casualty Laser™ and Spectrum Analytics™ tools to Aon Optics™ for TPA selection. Our deep bench of credentialed actuarial and captive resources and our Risk Financing Decision Platform™ capabilities offer additional value in financial decision support.

Aon spectrum analytics™

Interactive Claim Dashboading tool

Insurer Comparative Performance

Earned Performance of Programmatic Risk Strategies

Continuous TCOR Improvement

Cost Savings and Program Improvement Targets based on High ROI

Direct Engagement of Subject Matter Leaders

Measurable Cost Improvement

More than 90 proprietary KPIs

Benchmarking across Industry-specific loss drivers

Data-Driven Diagnostic